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Patriarchal construct or masculine ideology and its hegemony form the base of gender 
violence. Marriage institution is designed so as to maintain the patriarchal system. 
Patriarchy subjugates women and by the way sustains and maintains masculine order. 
African women in America are victims of triple jeopardy: racism, sexism and 
classism. One of the significant African American woman writers, Alice Walker has 
dealt with the atrocities, violence and oppression of African American women very 
realistically in her works. In this paper, the attempt has been made to look into gender 
violence in Walker’s novel, The Third Life of Grange Copeland.  
KEYWORDS: Gender oppression, patriarchy, atrocities, racism, resistance. 
Angela Davis rightly observes that the “African American family in particular and the 
community at large” is “pathological in character” as the masculine racist society has 
left no scope to women’s growth and liberation. (75) In almost all her novels, Walker 
highlights gender discrimination and the modes of violence. The black men blame the 
black women for their oppression by the white racists. Both the whites and blacks 
initiate physical, mental and spiritual forms of violence to suppress and oppress 
women. Women in The Third Life of Grange Copeland are physically assaulted, 
orally abused, and mentally disturbed. The protagonist, Margaret works at the bait 
factory. She supports her husband to pay off the debt he had taken from the white 
landowner. She works hard and takes lots of efforts to support the family; still she 
does not receive proper response and appreciation from her husband Grange. Her 
husband’s affair with Josie that he continues even after her marriage hurts her 
sentiments. Grange Copeland inflicts violence on her to the extent to make her believe 
that she had no worth existence in the society. It relegates her to a mean level in the 
family and society at large. Grange, a sharecropper works for the white landlord, 
Shipley to pay off the debt he had taken. His marriage with Margaret brings her 
happiness in the beginning, but later his abusive and violent frenzied mood and an 
affair with Josie, a prostitute relegates her condition to a skin and bones. In spite of 
her loyalty to him, he abuses her trust by having an affair with Josie. Grange’s frenzy 
mood, his rude temperament and regular fights resulting into brutality of the beatings 
mentally disturb Margaret, gets changed and spoiled. Grange himself tries his best to 
turn her into a prostitute. The omniscient narrator’s declaration: “Perhaps she was 
afraid he would sell her anyway, whether she wanted to be sold or not. That could be 
why she jumped to please him” (Walker 12) is a testimony of the fact that he wanted 
her to turn into a prostitute. In order to pay off the debt he had taken from Shipley, he 
creates conditions to make her to go with the landowner. It substantiates violence, 
exploitation and discrimination in Margaret’s life in a racist gender based masculine 
society. Grange’s attempts to sell her make her to surrender to his whims as her life 
with her child completely depended on his moods as it is a barometer.   
The third person narrative in Alice Walker’s fiction records this internal and external 
conflict in Margaret’s life inflicted by the frenzied cycle violence of her husband 
Grange in the following words: 
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Their life followed a kind of cycle that depended almost totally on Grange’s 
moods. On Monday, suffering from a hangover and the after effects of a violent 
quarrel with his wife the night before, Grange was morose, sullen, reserved, 
deeply in pain under the hot early morning sun. Margaret was tense and hard, 
exceedingly nervous. Brownfield moved about the house like a mouse. (Walker 
13) 

Margaret is beaten often by Grange. He uses violence as a means to dominate her. She 
has no existence of her own. As the narrator reports: “Late Saturday night Grange 
would come home lurching drunk, threatening to kill his wife and Brownfield, 
stumbling and shooting off his shotgun. He threatened Margaret and she ran and hid 
in the woods with Brownfield huddled at her feet.” (Walker 14) Grange fails to 
sustain amicable relationship with his wife and child which further results in the 
decline of his family. His incapability to see the better future for them makes him 
irresponsible individual with no affinity and regards to the family. 

Margaret is aware of the power of education. She wants to send her son 
Brownfield to school, but she could not do so as she has completely surrendered to 
her husband’s whims and violent anger. Once again Grange’s irresponsibility and 
incapability to visualise better future for his son dooms Brownfield’s prospects in life. 
Margaret is rejected any voice as to affect the decision taken by her husband. She is 
not allowed to take decisions. She gets scared to think of Brownfield’s education as 
she cannot withstand Grange’s violent rage. It proves women had no voice and no 
role to play in decision making in patriarchy. They have to surrender to the whims of 
their husbands and the fathers. It is this notion of dominance that spoils the 
relationships between men and women. And Grange and Margaret is no exception to 
it in African American society. 

Margaret struggles against the violence and in her protest to rebel against her 
husband she goes an extent to neglect her duties as a mother. Grange’s neglect of his 
wife turns her into a wanton woman. She gets involved in affairs with many men. Her 
entry into an entirely alien world for her may be seen as an act to gain her freedom but 
it has its end in moral death, a great tragedy that results into the decline of the entire 
family. In her rebel with Grange, she completely neglects her duties and 
responsibilities towards her son Brownfield. Her conceiving a baby, Star out of 
extramarital relationship stamps her decline that she meets in her suicide. Grange’s 
irresponsible behaviour towards his wife and Brownfield and his unaccountability 
results in Margaret’s suicide, leaving Brownfield behind orphaned. Margaret’s 
struggles against Grange finally end in her death but it continues in Mem who wages 
her individual battle against the gender violence. Despite Margaret’s individual efforts 
she fails short in her attempts against the gender oppression. In Alice Walker’s The 
Color Purple, Cecil and Shug both together wage their battle against the religion and 
patriarchy. Both the protagonists share their lot, love, affections, care, problems and 
troubles. This bond of women’s solidarity shared by Cecil and Shug brings meaning 
in their life and their growth into complete human beings. Whereas in case of 
Margaret, there is no one with whom she can share her life: the pains, problems and 
the agonies inflicted on her. Brownfield is too small to understand his mother’s lot 
inflicted by Grange, his father.  Life that begins pretty well for both Grange and 
Margaret finally ends in their deterioration and decline, Grange leaves the South to 
find meaning in the North and Margaret commits suicide. Her rebel in the form of her 
getting involved in affairs at the church and then the work place, may seem to one an 
act of rebel to revenge masculinity but it ultimately ends in her decline and death and 
not a growth. Thus, the bloody cycle of violence, brutality and deterioration caused by 
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Grange Copeland gets brutally renewed in its most cruel crude forms in Brownfield 
who doubly inflict the same on his wife, Mem. In “Racialism, Violence and Cruelty in 
Alice Walker’s Works,” E. Kumar and R. Mummatchi observe and record this brutal 
act of violence. They state: “Suffering at the hands of both black and white men, the 
African-American woman had to fight for survival both inside and outside her 
house.”(43) 

Mem Copeland, Brownfield’s wife is a well educated woman. She is another 
important woman protagonist who liked Margaret tries to raise her strong voice 
against violence and discrimination. He like his father, Grange does not realize the 
importance of education. He does not understand the change that education would 
bring in his family. She teaches students in school. But her marriage with Brownfield 
spoils her career and she is left at her husband’s mercy. The narrator states: “His 
crushed pride, his battered ego, made him drag Mem away from school teaching. Her 
knowledge reflected badly on a husband who could scarcely read and write. It was his 
great ignorance that sent her into white homes as a domestic, his need to bring her 
down to his level.” (Walker 73). She too like Margaret becomes a victim of violence 
and discrimination. She does not get the proper treatment as a well educated woman 
deserves. She is envied upon by her husband. He feels jealous of her and wants to 
bring her to his position. So, he does not approve her proper speaking. Her interaction 
with others embarrasses him in public as he could not match her in public speaking. 
He despises her for her proper language. He tries to bring Mem best down to his 
status. His attempts to relegate her to his state suggests to what an extent the black 
men can go and do harm to the black educated women. He is her Pygmalion in 
reverse. The narrator rightly observes:  

The tender woman he married he set out to destroy. And before he destroyed her 
he was determined to change her. And change her he did. He was her 
Pygmalion in reverse. The first thing he started on was her speech. They had 
begun their marriage with her correcting him, but after a very little short while 
this began to wear on him. He could not stand to be belittled at home after 
coming from a job that required him to respond to all orders from a stooped 
position. When she kindly replaced an “is” for an “are” he threw her correction 
in her face. (Walker 74) 

Brownfield’s ignorance about education leads him to ill-treat his literate wife. Mem 
for her knowledge of education is subjected to beatings and violence. It highlights the 
treatment educated women received at the hands of their illiterate husbands. 
Brownfield’s ignorance about education and proper speaking makes him to question 
her. He asked her: “Why don’t you talk like the rest of us poor niggers?” (Walker 74) 
Brownfield’s satiric comments on her proper language made her turn with shame and 
not to open her mouth thereafter. It shows how a dynamic spirit in Mem is crushed by 
the brutality of her husband inflicted on her in African American community. The 
narrator reveals: 

For a woman like Mem, who had so barely escaped the “culture of poverty,” a 
slip back into that culture was the easiest thing in the world. First to please her 
husband, and then because she honestly could not recall her nouns and verbs, 
her plurals and singulars, Mem began speaking once more in her old dialect. 
The starch of her speech simply went out of her and what came out of her 
mouth sagged, just as what had come out of her ancestors sagged. (Walker 75) 
Women in African American community in masculine dogma are viewed as 

men’s possessions and belongings. They are not treated equally in a male dominated 
race based caste system. They are regarded as objects or play things to appease male 
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hunger. In patriarchy, they become slaves: slaves to parents, slaves to brothers, and 
slaves to husbands, slave to children, and slave to their husbands’ relatives. Mem 
Copeland is no exception to that. Her troubles start when she gets trapped in an ugly 
marriage to an illiterate Brownfield. She tries her best to literate him and change him 
into a mature human being but all her attempts fail. She is ill-treated by Brownfield 
who treats her as his property and possession. Brownfield imposes pregnancies on 
Men one after the other without caring for her health. She undergoes labour pains and 
delivery alone without any emotional support from Brownfield and in such destitute 
conditions; she gives birth to a girl child without a midwife. Pregnancies imposed one 
after the other result in weakness and health deterioration for her. Her three children 
die and two survive and in such conditions of her health, she gives birth to a third 
child. Her health and proper treatment and diet are neglected by Brownfield as he is 
not accountable to her and his family. He is irresponsible in his behaviour to his wife. 
He does not take care of her in her pregnancy. He does not provide her proper care, 
diet, hospitalization and medical treatment as he gets addicted to alcohol. He exploits 
Mem but as he starts recovering from his drunken state, he tries to make amends for 
the troubles he caused his wife and newly born daughter. But it turns out to be a 
temporary state in his life. Mem is well aware of her husband’s negligence towards 
her. Despite this reality, she undergoes the difficult phase in her life. Brownfield’s 
strategic planning of imposed pregnancies on Mem results in her deterioration. 
Brownfield takes revenge on her and is delighted at the thought of her health getting 
critical. By imposing the burden of extra pregnancies on Mem, he waits for her to die 
and regains his supremacy and masculinity that was once threatened by Mem at the 
point of gun directed towards him. As she becomes weak and could not work 
anymore, it results in her decline. She loses her job that brought security and comfort 
to her family. Meanwhile her husband does not pay the house rent even after having 
money.  Soon they receive the notice and have to leave the town and go to the white 
man’s cotton field once again to live. Before the ‘gun pointing’ episode he had order 
Mem to follow him to a white man’s shack on his field. Her refusal to the proposal of 
shifting enraged him to abuse, beat and humiliate her in front of the children. After 
the gun pointing episode he follows to the better place where she has signed a lease 
for a new house. His behaviour towards his wife harbours hatred and revenge but he 
did not any sign of it. Their new jobs at new place in a new accommodation brought 
them prosperity. Her three daughters enjoy new happy family environment and 
education at school but it does not last for long. Grange’s unaccountability and his 
ego hurt by the gun pointed at him make him to take revenge. He fails to imagine any 
bright future for his daughters and to regain his masculine status and authority over 
the family; he gets himself engaged in hypocrisy that is revealed when he does not 
make the payment of the house and impose his earlier decision to move to J.L’s farm. 
Life at J.L’s farm is a misery to Mem and children. The children’s education suffers 
badly and healthy atmosphere that they enjoyed when Mem was working is turned 
into an ugly one, where the two elder daughters suffer horribly as their father 
Brownfield makes them witness the filth at a shabby place they are not accustomed to. 

Mem Copeland pursues her battle against her husband all alone but the 
masculine forces deeply rooted in the southern social environment do not provide her 
with much scope to liberate her from it. Brownfield being a representative of 
masculine culture fails to see the upward mobility in Mem’s actions, her moving to a 
town in a new house, imparting formal education to children, renovating house and 
buying furniture, paying the rents, making the garden again, and making the small 
garden cheerful and happy, thus, her empowering the family socially, economically 
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and educationally. Governed by the southern environment of social customs, 
Brownfield takes all these actions as an attack on his masculinity and rules out his 
power to destroy his wife, Mem. In a paper entitled, “Alice Walker’s Vision of the 
South in The Third Life of Grange Copeland”, Robert Butler rightly comments:  

Brownfield too becomes neurotically jealous of his wife and degrades her to the 
point where he can recover part of his ego by feeling superior to her. Like his 
father, who pushed his wife into suicide because he could not bear loving her 
and could not adequately support her, Brownfield murders Mem because a 
social environment that strips him of manhood cancels out his love for her.” 
(92) 

The most degraded character in the novel, Brownfield believes in enslavement and 
brings defamation in the form of degradation to the family: 

Instinctively, with his own life as example, he had denied the possibility of a 
better life for his children. He had enslaved his own family, given them 
weakness when they needed strength, made them powerless before any enemy 
that stood beyond him. Now when they thought of “the enemy,” their own 
father would straddle their vision. (Walker 287) 
As Brownfield could not see Mem reining the family, he kills Mem by an act of 

his violence and destroys his own family. His cruel act of violence naturally brings 
weaknesses in his two elder daughters and they too suffer like their mothers. Daphne 
suffers from physical sickness, which haunts her throughout her life. By the end of the 
novel, she finds herself trapped in a crazy house in the north. Ornette too suffers 
terribly and she is dumped into prostitution as the result of family deterioration caused 
by gender discrimination. Brownfield’s oppression of Mem does not end with her 
murder but it gets extended even in the daughters’ lives. Ruth, the third child who 
clings to Grange, her grandfather is saved by his love, affection and care. He makes 
amendments in his third life for the wrongs; he inflicted on his family in past as a 
husband and a father.  

In Walker’s third novel, the bond of solidarity is there between Cecil and Shug, 
whereas the same is not to be traced in her first novel, The Third Life of Grange 
Copeland. All the women characters in her first book wage their protest and struggle 
individually. And the probable reason for the same is that the women with same 
problems and understandings exist at different times. Margaret Copeland and Mem 
have their different times. When Mem comes in Brownfield’s life, Margaret had 
already committed suicide many years ago. Shug’s affinity with Cecil develops 
because of her love that she does not feel at first when she comes to live with Cecil 
and Mister. She knows of Cecil’s sufferings only when she learns about it and they 
both share the bond of solidarity, whereas Josie in The Third Life of Grange Copeland 
fails to share such affinity with Margaret and Mem as she is sexually involved with 
Grange first and then Brownfield next to gain her worldly selfish motives she desires 
to achieve. Josie doesn’t understand these sentiments associated to Margaret and 
Mem. Shug is mistress to Cecil’s husband but she is doesn’t involve in any mean 
pursuit that Josie does. Although the female solidarity is not there in “The Grange 
Copeland”, in the other way it is inherent that one can trace in grandfather and 
grandchild relationship of Grange and Ruth, the one who develops understanding of 
the humanity that is inclined to the complete growth desirable in an egalitarian world, 
Ruth’s involvement in the Civil Rights Movement suggests that she was in pursuit.  

Ruth protests make her find her first role model in her mother Mem. She regards 
her mother a saint as she had witnessed her mother fighting the southern social 
conventions for her human rights and needs to establish her identity in men’s ruled 
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culture. In “Alice Walker’s Vision of the South in The Third Life of Grange 
Copeland” Butler Robert acknowledges Ruth as a role model. Robert Butler writes:  

Although Mem literally gives up her life opposing Brownfield’s acceptance of 
his “place” in Southern society, she succeeds in moving the family to a town 
where Ruth, for a time at least, has the benefit of a real house and formal 
schooling. More importantly, Mem provides Ruth with a powerful role model, 
for she is a woman who maintains her human dignity in dehumanizing 
environment. (93-94) 
Ruth finds in Grange her second role model as he offers her education. He 

shares with her the knowledge of folk stories. He helps her in swimming and 
shooting. He steals books that provide her information and knowledge about 
geography, mythology and romantic rebellion. He reads her episodes from the Bible 
with his focus on the story of Exodus and the life of oppressed people who strived 
hard to overcome the adversities in their pathetic conditions through the strong will 
they had been gifted by Mother Nature. He shares with her his lifelong experiences 
that he had both in the south and north. This gives her broader perspective into the 
ghastly evils of racism, poverty, classism and sexism, and thus into the realities of 
human world. Empowered by Grange’s worldwide experiences and knowledge, she 
fights back with Brownfield, her father who treats her as his property and possession. 
He is intent on getting back Ruth from Grange after his release from prison not out of 
any love but to humiliate his father Grange and wants to possess Ruth. But she 
protests against Brownfield’s masculinity. In her encounter with her father while 
going to school, she boldly faces him and opposes his masculine ideas and impulses. 
Brownfield regards her ‘his possession’. He said: “You belong to me, just like my 
chickens or my hogs,” he further adds by saying: “I’m a man. And a man’s got to 
have something of his own.” These two remarks he makes in his threatening dialogue 
with Ruth throws light on his masculinity that firmly believes a woman must have to 
be owned and possessed by a man. Ruth’s reply to Brownfield: “I’m not yours” 
uttered humbly in calm composure displays her strength of character and a strong 
amount of determination in her. Her second reply: “I don’t like you, I don’t like you, I 
don’t like you!” repeated thrice by “stamping her foot” shows her strong resolution 
and determination of prepared mind to fight with masculine ideology represented by 
her father Brownfield who frightens her with his message to Grange: “Tell that to 
your precious grandpa. Tell him he can’t keep you; and before I let him I’ll see you 
both in hell!” (Walker 279)  

Accordingly, Ruth rejects Brownfield and Grange shoots Brownfield in the 
court to protect her from him and during his attempts to keep his grandchild safe, the 
police kill him. Both Ruth and her grandfather do not surrender themselves to the 
adverse oppressive conditions in life 

To conclude, African American men represented in Grange Copeland and 
Brownfield are terrifying examples of the southern environment that enslaves women 
physically and cripples them spiritually. Margaret Copeland and Mem Copeland’s 
stories are the stories of the most oppressed women protagonists of Alice Walker’s 
fiction, whereas Ruth’s story offers considerable hope as she is able to escape the 
ghetto in which the women of first two generations get trapped and find no escape 
route to free their selves and surrender to the circumstances and violent environment 
they are fit in. They are suspended in space and time, and Ruth is able to leave the 
south and resist her father Brownfield and the racist world that inflicts violence in her 
life to free herself and discover greater possibilities in future for her growth and 
development as a human being. 
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